Crayola Jewelry Boutique

Easy How-To Guide

with MODEL MAGIC

Soft, squishy modeling material
Everything You Need for Endless Design Possibilities!
Tout le nécessaire pour des possibilités créatives illimitées!
¡Todo lo necesario para diseños sin límite!

Model Magic Storage Compartments
Compartiments de rangement Model Magic
Compartimentos para Guardar Masa

Jewelry Spinner Plate
Plateau tournant
Plato Girador

Removable Spinner Base
Base amovible
Base Giradora Removible

Workstation with Storage Compartments
Atelier avec compartiments de rangement
Estación de Trabajo y Compartimentos para Masa

Bead Dryer Rack
Séchoir à billes
Colgadero para secar las joyas

Bead Punch
Poinçon
Perforador de Cuentas

Bead Glaze
Vernis
Esmalte para Cuentas
Elastic Cord (36”)
Cordon élastique de 90 cm (36 po)
Cordón Elástico de 90 cm (36 plg.)

5 Toggle Sets
5 fermoirs (anneaux et barres)
5 Juegos de Anillos y Barras de Cierre

2 Shape Cutters
2 emporte-pièces
2 Cortadores

5 Bracelet Charms
5 breloques
5 Dijes de Pulsera

18 Gems
18 joyaux
18 Gemas

3 Pendant Charms
3 médallions
3 Dijes Colgantes

2 Necklace Cords (48” Each)
2 cordons pour collier de 120 cm (48 po) chaque
2 Cordones de Collar de 120 cm (48 plg.) cada uno

4 Ear Wires & Earring Posts
4 chevilles et crochets de boucles d’oreilles
4 Ganchos y Postes de Aretes
How to Get Started

General:
• Protect work surface before using. Model Magic and Bead Glaze may stain.
• Wash and dry hands before use.

Necklace & Bracelet Cords:
• Cut necklace cord into 16" lengths to make up to 6 necklaces.
• For Charm Bracelets, cut two pieces of Elastic Cord, each 8" long. Do not stretch the cord when measuring.
• For simple beaded bracelets, measure elastic cord to fit around your wrist plus 2" for tying knots. Then cut.

Bead Glazing:
• For added shine, apply a thin layer of Bead Glaze only on dry Model Magic beads & charms. Glaze on non-Model Magic items is not recommended.
• Let glazed beads dry on Peacock Bead Dryer or wax paper for 1 hour or until smooth to the touch. If sticky or wet, allow to dry longer. Bead Glaze is not washable or removable from household surfaces once it dries!

Spinner/Workstation/Peacock Bead Dryer:
• Remove the Spinner plate by pressing both buttons down & lifting up.
• Store open, unused Model Magic in sealed Workstation compartments or in re-sealable plastic bags (not included).
• Assemble Peacock Bead Dryer by inserting the stand into the base and snapping each post into the stand. Use to dry beads or display finished earrings and charms.
• If desired, the spinner base can be removed from the Workstation & placed right on the work surface.

ATTENTION: The cutting edges of scissors are sharp and care should be taken whenever cutting with or handling scissors. Adult supervision is recommended with all children.

How to Make Beads

Take pinches of 2 or more Model Magic colors.

1 To make a large bead, loosely fill each of the two bead cavities on the workstation with Model Magic. For smaller beads, combine smaller amounts.

4 Keep your bead in a dual-cone shape or press into a flat layer and use one of the provided cutters to make a dangling charm to string on a bracelet or necklace.

7 Poke a hole into the bead by gently pushing/twisting the bead punch into bead or flat charm until it comes out the opposite side.
How to Create Earrings

Follow steps on “How to Make Beads.” Repeat for 2 sets of matching beads.

1. Slide each bead onto the earring posts.

2. Open up 2 ear wires. Slide the straight end of each wire through the top of each earring post. Posts should sit in the “curve” of each ear wire.

3. Push down lightly on the Spinner plate and spin in one direction 10-20 spins or until you get the desired swirl effect. Your finished bead will be in a dual-cone shape.

4. String together any way you like!

5. Customize your bead: peel & press sticky gems onto bead for added “bling.”

6. Give solid color beads interesting texture. Roll them over the embossed designs on the Workstation.

2. Dry bead overnight on the Peacock dryer or on a piece of wax paper. For added shine, follow the “Bead Glazing” instructions under “How to Get Started.”

2. Twist the pieces of Model Magic together and place under the Spinner Plate.
How to Create a Charm Necklace

Follow steps for “How to Make Beads” to make 1 large bead.

1. Press and smooth your swirled large bead into a pendant charm.

2. Press another small piece of Model Magic onto the back of the pendant charm to hold your bead in place.

3. Add gems if desired & let dry overnight. For added shine once bead is dry, glaze ONLY the bead in the pendant charm and let dry.

4. String your pre-cut necklace cord through the top of the pendant charm.

5. Loop one end of the cord through a toggle ring and tie 2 knots. Repeat on the other end of the cord, attaching a toggle bar.

6. Trim the ends close to the knots.

Add as many beads as you’d like to complete your design!
How to Create a Charm Bracelet

Follow steps for “How to Make Beads” and repeat to make 5 large beads.

1. Press and smooth a large swirled bead into each of the 5 bracelet charms.

2. Press another small piece of Model Magic onto the back of each bracelet charm to hold your beads in place.

3. Add gems if desired and allow to dry overnight.

4. For extra shine, brush a thin layer of Bead Glaze over each bead (not the charm) and let them dry.

5. Connect the charms with an 8” piece of elastic cord. Start above the 1st charm & thread the cord down through the 1st hole & up through the 2nd hole.

6. Continue threading the cord through the top of the charms. Repeat Step 5 with another 8” piece of elastic cord to connect the bracelet charms along the bottom holes.

7. Match the cord ends at the top of the pendant charms and tie 2 knots. Repeat with the cord ends at the bottom of the pendant charms.
Expand the possibilities with these other Jewelry Boutique styles and a complete range of Model Magic Colors!

Contains No Wheat

WASHING & CARE INFORMATION

STAIN ADVISEMENT: Crayola Model Magic contains colorants which may stain.

NOTE: For best results store all unused Model Magic in storage compartments of workstation or a re-sealable plastic storage container (not included). Do not store in tall bag after opening. Model Magic dries to the touch overnight and dries completely in 72 hours, depending on the thickness of the piece. Do not store above 120°F.

Bead Glaze is permanent when dry and may stain clothing and other household surfaces. IMMEDIATELY clean spills with soap and water. Wear a painting smock and cover work surfaces. Do not mix Bead Glaze with paint solvents/thinners or oil paints.

QUALITY GUARANTEE

We guarantee the quality of all Crayola products. If this product does not perform properly, please contact us.

In the U.S.A. and Canada, call 1-800-CRAYOLA (1-800-272-9652), weekdays 9 AM-4 PM ET.

In Europe, call +35 (01) 1-41-55-4454, weekdays 9 AM-5 PM local time.

In the UK, call 01700 264870, weekdays 9 AM-5 PM local time.

In Mexico, call 01800 71 78 222, weekdays 9 AM-5 PM local time.

In Australia, call Crayola.AU at 1-800-867-353, weekdays 9 AM-4 PM AEST.

CAUTION—Contains functional sharp points.

WARNING:

CHOKING HAZARD—Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

SAFETY INFORMATION

Conforms to ASTM D-4236. Model Magic & Bead Glaze are certified AP. All Crayola art materials are nontoxic.

Keep finished product away from open flame. Do not mold into candleholders or other like items for use around flame. Do not put in oven, microwave, or kiln.

WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months due to small parts which may cause a choking hazard if swallowed.

Crayola.com